1920’s Goldsmith 148 Bear Cat Basemitt
Patented November 13, 1923. Great soft lining
and nice feel on the hand. Wrist strap piping and
heel repiped. Great stampings with some silver
remaining…………………………………..$150

1940’s Rawlings B602X Military Basemitt
Super huge USA oxblood red mitt in outstanding
condition. Perfect leather piping, lots of silver
remaining in stamping and shows very little use.
All original………………………………....$100

1950’s Stan Musial Rawlings T70RY Basemitt
Nice condition with lots of silver stampings, and
great tag but has ink on back of thumb. Super
smooth lining and feels great on the
hand………………………………………….$50

1940’s Hank Greenberg OK 845 Basemitt
Big left-handed basemitt with nice block letter
stampings. The lining is pretty nice and feels
good on the hand. Coated cloth piping is worn
in spots..……………………………………$200

1920’s Goldsmith White Basemitt
Beautiful condition inside and out.
Nice
Goldsmith tag. Big adult-sized mitt that feels
great on the hand. Neat and rare leather
buckle……………………………………....$375

1950’s Del Rice Rawlings Catchers Mitt
This is a great model mitt made from the late
1940’s all through the 1950’s. This is super
clean and shows almost no use at all. It is all
leather bound with a perfect tag and nice rolled
laced web. All original and no real flaws, just
one dark spot on front…………………...…$125
1930’s/40’s Frank Hayes Ken Wel Catchers Mitt
This is an interesting mitt with a seldom seen
non-traditional opening on the back. The Ken
Wel tag is worn but complete. No real flaws to
speak of, just general use. It’s the only one I
have ever seen……....………………….......$175

1940’s Ray Gardner Banner C285 Catchers Mitt
Nice condition with great stampings. Neat black
finger guards on the back. Other than a couple
of marks on the front, it has no real flaws. Just
needs a light cleaning.………………….......$125

1910’s/20’s Edward K. Tryon Catchers Mitt
This is a huge beast of a mitt. Nice two tone
lefty in great condition. Lining feels good on
hand. Nice black & gold tag. Rivet punched
into left side buckle strap to repair or reinforce.
This is a nice mitt……..……………………$450

1910’s/20’s Pennant Catchers Mitt
It’s in beautiful condition inside and out. Perfect
black & gold tag. Lining is immaculate. All
original with no flaws. Pennant catchers mitts
are almost non-existent and this is about as good
as it gets….………………………………....$400

